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In Hong Kong, the foreign exchange rate affects the
basic elements of our life. Followed with the recent wide
fluctuation in the exchange rates, the foreign exchange
risks that we are exposed to are increasing. In this
study, the technical analysis techniques are applied to
predict the price movement in the foreign exchange market
through a simulation study on a personal computer.
Before doing the simulation study, the basics of
technical analysis techniques are studied. Three
techniques are selected for simulation study. They are the
moving average, the relative strength index and the
directional movement index. Different paramters and
trading rules are tested to find the best combinations for
each technique.
The results indicate that with suitable parameters
and trading rules, the average return for different
technical analysis techniques are over 13% per annum.
'Carry Forward' is a better calculation method in using
the techniques. 'Follow the market trend' trading rule
should be used. And the technical analysis techniques are
especially useful in a- rising or falling trend market.
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Besides, the research findings also indicate the
suitable parameters and trading rules that should be used
with each technique. 60 and 80 days are good estimations
for the long term moving average day number while that for
short term is 1 and 2 days. When the relative stregth
index day number increases from 5 to 30, the limit should
decrease fom 80 to 65. And the average directional index
does not help to improve profits.
Speaking overall, the three technical analysis
techniques with suitable parameters and trading rules can
predict the future Yen/$US exchange rate movement to
generate an acceptable return. It is hoped that similar
research will be carried out with other major currency
exchange rates to find out the relationships among
different currencies. A better predicative model may also
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1.1 Foreign exchange (Forex) and interest rates affect
the basic elements of life like investments, deposits,
loans, and travel in the sense that they determine the
price of goods and return on investment. How can investors
predict foreign exchange price movements? If exchange
rates move randomly, no hints will be available to
investors only luck can help investors to gain in foreign
exchange markets. On the contrary, if exchange rates
movement can be predicted, investors may use different
methods to predict exchange rate movements and make
profits.
The F e'an Exehangr,--m Market
1.2 Basically, the foreign exchange market is an
efficient and nearly perfect market because it is wide,
deep and elastic. The foreign exchange transactions are
carried out 24 hours a day in different financial centres
all over the world. The total transaction volume is
enormous: over a hundred billion $US a, business day.
Evidently, there will be no single controlling force in
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the market, not even the central banks. The foreign
exchange rate, to a very great extent, is determined by
the supply and demand forces.
Following the pegging between HK and US dollar at 7.8
HK$ to 1 $US since 1983, the value of HK dollar greatly
depends on that of US dollar. In the most recent year,
there has been a wide fluctuation in the foreign exchange
market, for instance, the US dollar has dropped from 1 per
220 Yen of Sept, '85 to 1 per 140 Yen of April, '87. As a
result of the weakening of the US dollar to other major
currencies in the recent year, the exchange rate of HK
dollar to other major currencies such as DeutschMark,
Yen, Pound Sterling, and SwissFranc has dropped
significantly. In order to control the risk in foreign
exchange investment, it is interesting and reasonable to
study and predict the price movement in the foreign
exchange market.
There are two basic ways of analysis for the foreign
exchange price fluctuation: Fundamental Analysis and
Technical Analysis.
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1.3 Fun damentalalysis versus Technical Analysis
Fundamental Analysis
1.3.1 Fundamental Analysis is based on the expected
interaction of factors such as inflation rate, interest
rate, economic growth rate and unemployment rate which
affect supply and demand forces of a currency, to predict
the price movement of a currency. It aims at estimating
the intrinsic value of the currency. Hence, the exchange
rate of a currency and its movement can be predicted. The
theory construction methods are usually model based or
deductive. Take for an instance, the exchange rate will be
up when supply is greater than demand. Investors using
Fundamental Analysis tend to buy the underpriced
currencies (as they are thought to be) and sell the
overpriced currencies. Valuation models differ according
to the variables that investors assume in their analysis.
Different people will have different perceptions even on
the same information and they will come to different
intrinsic values for the worth of a currency. Therefore,
Fundamental Analysis is criticised for being too dependent
on subjective judgement and estimation, and for being too
slow in response to change.
I Frank K Reilly, Investment, 2d ed., (HRW, 1R86), Chapter 13
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Technical Analysis
1.3.2 Technical Analysis is based on the study of the
past history of price movement to predict the future price
movement. It aims at predicting the future exchange rate
movement of a currency. The technical analysts believe
that the historical price behaviour model is the best
forecasting tool. The theory construction methods are
either functional or inductive. For instance, the rise in
price will indicate that demand is greater than supply in
the market. The users of Technical Analysis believe
history will repeat itself and tend to invest in
currencies with rising prices, which are more likely to
help them generate capital gain and they sell currencies
with declining prices to avoid further depreciation -in
values. Usually, the mass buying transactions will pull
the exchange rates up further and the mass selling
transactions will pull the exchange rates down. In short,
what the Technical Analysts do is to predict exchange rate
movements by inferring from the past pattern with no
reference to other sources of public and private
information.
55.t ment 2f Probes and Burch Objectives
1.4 Many authors have written books about fundamental
analysis. Technical analysis has been developed only -in
the most recent ten years with an emphasis on development
of a forecasting model based on some statistical concepts.
The technical analysis techniques include the trend
forecasting methods such as time series, moving average,
relative strength, directional movement, chart, momentum,
and oscillator analysis, swing, and Dow theory. This
proposed research will introduce and investigate the
validity of different selected technical analysis
techniques for predicting price movement in the foreign
exchange market. Recommendations will be made as to the
applicability of these techniques to the prediction of
foreign exchange price movement.
The major research problem statement to be addressed
is stated as follows:
Are Technical Analysis Teghniqueg_ftr Predicting Price
Movement Applica le to the Foreign-Exchange Maret?
The specific research objectives of the study are:
A. To explore the basic theory and mechanism of different
technical analysis techniques as they have been used in
the securities market.( hereafter refer as TA
techniques)
邝 植 林 ， ’ 遲 用 ‘ 非 熊 非 牛 ， 理 编 在 股 市 犹 腾 的 要 决 。 ” 信 报 财 经 月 刊
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6B. To test the validity of different TA techniques in
predicting price movement of the foreign exchange market.
C. To present recommendations as to the limitations and
strengths of these techniques.
7CHAPTER II
APPROACH
2 The study will consist of two parts. In the first
part, information on different technical analysis
techniques is collected. Once the necessary data are
gathered, several TA techniques will be selected for a
simulation study that will follow. The selection criteria
will be based on simplicity, acceptability to the market
users, applicability to the foreign exchange market, and
validity in other markets.
In the second part, the simulation study will be
carried out to evaluate the validity and applicability of
different selected technical analysis techniques. The
simulation study will be performed by an IBM-PC. Programs
will be written in Turbo Pascal. Another objective of the
simulation study is to identify the limitations and
strengths of each TA technique.
In the simulation study, foreign exchange rate will
be predicted by different techniques for the two and a
half years period from May 3, 1984 to Jan 19, 1987, a
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period of 670 business days. Performance of different
techniques will be compared on the basis of prediction
accuracy, profitability or other similar criteria.
Suggestions on how to improve the validity of




Q211tgtion of Secondary Data
3.1 In order to have a thorough understanding of
different technical analysis techniques, an extensive
secondary data search was conducted. The major types of
information which were secured include such items related
to each TA technique as:
A. TA Technique Theory
B. Calculation Method
C. Validity in Predicting Price Movement in Other Markets
D. Limitations of the TA Technique
E. Recommendation of Variation to Improve Validity for the
TA Technique
F. Foreign Exchange Rate of,$US to Other Major Currencies
(DeutschMark, Pound Sterling, SwissFranc and Yen) for
the most recent two and a half years
The application potential of each TA technique can be
assessed from these data.
The sources of secondary data were mainly the local
economic journals( Economic Digest, Hong Kong Economic




Basic Philosophy and Assumptions of Technical Anelysis
4.1 The basic philosophy and assumptions of technical
analysis are well summarised in an article by Robert A
Levy:3
"A Market value is determined solely by the interaction
of supply and demand.
B. Supply and demand are governed by numeroous factors,
both rational and irrational. Included in these factors
are those relied upon by the fundamentalist, as well as
opinions, models, guesses, and blind necessities. The
market weighs all of these factors continually and
automatically.
C. Disregarding minor fluctuations in the market , stock
prices tend to move in trends that persist for an
appreciable length of time.
3 Robert A. Levy, " Conceptual Foundations of Technical
Analysis," Finacial Analysts Jounal 22 no. 4(July-August
1966):83
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D. Changes in trend are caused by the shifts in supply
and demand relationships. These shifts, no matter why they
occur, can be detected sooner or later in the action of
the market itself.
The assumptions 1 and 2 are self-explanatory and
general in nature. The expected price adjustment is not
abrupt because there is a gradual flow of information from
insiders to high-powered analysts, and eventually to the
mass of investors. As a result, the pattern of price
adjustment involves a gradual movement and moves in trends
persisting over long periods. Given this gradual
adjustment in price, the task of technical analysis is to
derive a system to detect the beginning of a movement from
one equilibrium value to a higher or lower equilibrium
value. By taking advantage of this change in equilibrium
values, above average returns can be derived.
Technical Ting Rules
4.2 There are numerous trading rules and a large number
of interpretations for each of them. Almost all technical
analysts use more than one rule. This section contains a
discussion of most of the well-known techniques.
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The Dow Theory
4.2.1 The Dow Theory was developed by Charles Dow,
publisher of The Wall Street Journal, during the late
1800s. Dow contended that there were three types of price
movements that should be analysed over time:(1) major
trends (2) intermediate trends and (3) short-run
movements. The idea is to detect which way the major price
trend is going, recognising that there will be
intermediate movements in the opposite direction. It is
reasoned that a major market advance does not go straight
up but is accompanied by small price declines as some
investors decide to take profits.
Moving Average
4.2.2 To detect changes in major price trends in the
market, one relatively popular tool is constructing a
moving average of past price as an indicator of the long
run trend and examining current prices in terms of this
trend to see whether the relationship between current
prices and the long term trend signals a change. The
number of days used in computing the moving average is a
matter of judgement. In the US security market, a 200-day
moving average is a relatively popular measure of the
aggregate market. The popular methods of identifying
changes in the trend include:
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4.2.2.1 Intersection point of different moving average
lines'
If the overall trend has been down, the moving
average line would generally be above the current
individual prices. If prices reversed and broke through
the moving average line from below, it might be speculated
that the declining trend has been reversed. In contrast,
given a rising trend, the moving average line would be
rising and would be below the current prices. If current
prices broke through the moving average line from above,
this would be a bearish indication of a reversal of the
long run rising trend.
4.2.2.2 The up and down trends of the moving average line
If the moving average line indicates a continuing
upward trend, it might be projected that the price will
continue to increase and vice versa.
4.2.2.3 The relative change in the difference in value
(vertical distance) among different moving average lines.
Moving average lines of different day number are used
to represent short-run, intermediate, and major trends. By
examining the relative change in the difference in value
(vertical distance) among the different moving average
lines, the future price trend is forecast. This method is
similar to the intersection point method.
Relative Strength Index- RSI
4.2.3 This is a tool suggested by J. Welles Wilder in the
book New Concepts in Technical Trading, 1978. Its major
objective is to indicate the market situation by an index
range from 1 to 100. This index is a measure of whether
the market is in an over-bought or an over-sold condition.
As a result, the price trend, especially the likelihood of
a change in the trend direction, can be predicted by the
index value. Usually, when the index is above the upper
limit (70 to 80), the market is in an over bought
condition which indicates that the price is likely to
drop. While the index is below the lower limit (20 to 30),
the market is in an over sold condition which indicates
that the price is likely to rise.
Directional Movement Index- DI
4.2.4 This is also a technique suggested by J. W. Wilder.
This technique transforms the upward and downward movement
of the high, low and closing price for a number of days N
into two series of indexes, the up directional movement
index (+DI) and down directional movement index (-DI).
From the intersection between the two series of indexes,
the likelihood of a future price trend is predicted.
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On Balance Volume- OBV
4.2.5 Before introducing the On Balance Volume technique,
two terms, Accumulation and Distribution, must *be
defined. Accumulation is the buying action of speculators
when the market is in underpriced conditions. Distribution
is the selling action when the market is in overpriced
conditions. In order to make profit, the speculators will
secretly overbuy the stock when the stock price is within
a certain limit. After the stock price exceeds a limit,
they will push up the price further by buying more in the
market. Then, they sell their stock and accumulate profit
as they have already bought stock at a lower price. Vice
versa for the distribution. As the buying and selling
actions of speculators are done secretly, the On Balance
Volume technique, which studies the relationships between
the price movement and and volume of transactions of that
stock, aims at indicating whether the market condition is
in an Accumulation or Distribution condition. Hence, the
investor can determine whether to buy or sell.
Chart
4.2.6 By classifying the past history of price movement
into different categories and explaining their
implications, the future price movement can be predicted.
Categories of figures used in chart. tneludes the
following: trendlines, rectangles, triangles,_ flags,
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wedges, double tops/bottoms, head shoulders
tops/bottoms, saucers tops/bottoms, gaps and island
reversals.
Lim tuns of Technig-al And ys is Tgc r igmtss Foe n
EXQh market
4. 3 In the foreign exchange market, there are several
limitations that restrict the applicability of certain
technical analysis techniques which are designed for
security market. These limitations are:
A. The trading volume of each currency per day is not
known. The On Balance volume technique is not applicable.
B. There is no composite market indicator series such as
DJIA or the SP 400 Index.
As the Dow theory is too general in nature, it is
difficult to apply it objectively. The charting technique
also involves a lot of subjective judgement because
different people can have different interpretations to the
same set of data. Therefore, in this research, only the
moving average, directional index, and relative strength




The research will be based on a simulation study with
the aid of computer facilities. The technical analysis
techniques studied are moving average, directional index,
and relative strength index. A brief explanation of the
above technical analysis techniques will be given in the
following sections. Evaluation criteria for each technique
will be based on the number of transaction generated and
the amount of profits.
In .this research, the actual date is not used.
Instead, a day number is used to represent each business
date for convenience. For instance, day 1 is May 3, 1984.
Day 670 is Jan 19, 1987. The study period is from May 3,
1984 to Jan 19, 1987. The total number of business days
within the study period is 670.
Moving AYare
5.1 The essence of a moving average is constructing a
moving average of past price, as an indicator of the long
run trend and examining current prices in terms of this
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trend, to see whether the relationship between current
prices and the long term trend signals a change.
The calculation of the n-days moving average, MA(n)
is as follows:
P(t)= price at day t
n= number of days selected in computing moving average
There are other kinds of moving average technique
such as weighted moving average, single exponential
smoothing. In this research, only the simple moving
average is considered. Two moving averages are calculated
by assuming two different values for n. The longer term
moving average is represented by the one with greater n
value.
Decision Rules in Moving Average
5.1.1 If the overall trend has been down, the long term
moving average line would generally be above the short
term moving average line. If the short term moving average
line reverse and breaks through the long term moving
average line from below, it might be speculated that the
declining trend has been reversed. This can be treated as
a buying signal to create a long position. In contrast,
given a rising trend, the long term moving average line
would be rising and would be below the short'term .moving
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average line. If short term moving average line broke
through the long term moving average line from above,
this would be a bearish indication of a reversal of the
long run rising trend. This can be treated as a sell
signal to create a short or balance position. (refer to
Fig. 1) Hence, profit can be represented as a function of
the day number used in the calculation of long term and
short term moving average.
Mathematically, Profit=f(short term moving average day no.,










Fig. 1 Decision Rules in Moving Average
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Simulation Study for Moving Average
5.1.2 A set of programs were written to simulate the
above situation, (Appendix I) important assumptions were
as follows:
A. When short term moving average crosses and rises above
the long term moving average, a buying transaction to
create a long position of 1 $US will be taken at the
closing rate of that day.
B. When the long term moving average crosses and rises
above the short term moving average, a selling transaction
to create a short position of 1 $US will be taken at the
closing rate of that day.
C. The difference in buy/sell rate in the foreign
exchange market is usually 0.1 Yen. While the difference
in the case of bank is 0. 45 Yen. Therefore, the
transaction cost is assumed as 0.3 Yen per $US.
Heuristic Rules
5.1.3 As there is an infinite number of combinations of
long and short term moving averages, it is impossible to
evaluate all of them in order to find the optimal
combination of moving average. Therefore, two heuristic
rules are used to find the near optimal combination. The
heuristic rules are:
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A. Restricting the number of days for moving average to be
within 100.
2. Rotation of moving average day number.
The reason for restricting day number within 100 is
when the day number is too big, the number of transactions
will be small. This will expose the investor to a high
risk. Also, the model will not be as sensitive.
Rotation of moving average day number is an iterative
process to speed up the search for near optimal solution.
In the first iteration, the first moving average day
number is arbitarily selected and fixed. By combining it
with another day number below 100, the second moving
average day numbers that generate the highest profits are
identified through simulation study. In the second
iteration, the moving average day numbers identified in
the first iteration will be fixed and used to combine with
other day numbers for simulation study. Similarly, the
moving average day numbers that generate the highest
profits are identified. By repeating this process, the
near optimal combination of short term and long term
moving average can be found.
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Relative Strength Index- RSI
5.2 The major objective of Relative Strength Index
(hereafter referred to as RSI) is to indicate the market
situation by an index ranging from 1 to 100. This index is
a measure of whether the market is in an over-bought or
over-sold condition. 50 is an equilibrium point. The
closer the index to 100. the greater the over bought
condition in the market and vice versa. As a result, the
price trend especially the liklihood of a change in the
trend direction can be predicted by the index value.
The calculation of the Relative Strength Index-RSI
for N days, RSI(N), is as follows:
P(t) = the closing price of a security
U(t) = the increase in closing rate for the day t when
the closing rate is highter than that of the
previous day
= P(t)-P(t-1) if this is greater than 0
P(t) = the decrease in closing rate for the day t when
the closing rate is lower than that of the
previous day
= P(t-1)-P(t) if this is greater than0
RSI(N) = Sum of the increase in closing price for the
rising davs within the N days
Sum of the increase and decrease in closing
price for the N days
(Summation)
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For simplicity, the sum of U(t) and D(t) for N days
can be treated as: (Carry Forward)
Hence, the amplitude of fluctuation of the Relative
Strength Index depends on the number of days N. Usually, 9
or 14 is selected. For a smaller N value, the variation of
the Relative Strength Index is greater and more sensitive
to the changes in price. Hence, the upper and lower limit
to represent the over-bought and over-sold conditions will
depend on the number of days N.
Decision Rules of Relative Strength Index- RSI
5.2.1 In a rising market, the rise in exchange rate will
become a greater portion of the total fluctuation. As a
result, the RSI will be greater than 50 in a rising
market. On the contrary, when the RSI is below 50, it
indicates that the market trend is downward sloping. The
further the RSI is away from 50, the greater the
demand/supply force is in the market. Hence, the investor
can decide to enter or leave the market by setting upper
and lower limits for RSI as decision criteria.
Usually, when the index is above the upper limit (70
to 60), the market is in an over-bought condition.
Investors may have two completely different viewpoints
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towards the future market trend. If the investors consider
that the rising of the market is confirmed by RSI rises
above the upper limit, they will follow the market and
enter the market by buying. (Fig. 2) The others will take
the opposite action by selling as the price is likely to
drop because the price is too high. (Fig. 3) Similarly,
when the index is below the lower limit (20 to 30), the
market is in an over-sold condition. Two completely













Fig. 2 Decision Rules of Relative Strength Index













Fig. 3 Decision Rules of Relative Strength Index
Against the Market Strategy
Simulation Study for Relative Strength Index
5.2.2 Mathematically, profit under the RSI technique is a
function of the number of days for RSI, the upper and
lower limit for actions. A set of programs was written to
simulate the above situation, Appendix II. The important
assumption is that the total of the upper and the lower
limit is 100.
In the simulation, the following variables are varied
to investigate the characteristics of RSI in the foreign
exchange market.
A. The number of days for the calculation of RSI is set as
5, 9, 14, 18, 21, 25, and 30 days.
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B. In the calculation of RSI, two methods are used to
calculate the total of increase and decrease in exchange
rate. One is using the summation of actual increase and
decrease. (Summation) The other is using the carry forward
value of last day and today's increase/decrease value as
stated in the 5.2. (Carry Forward)
C. Two decision rules are used to simulate the investors
behaviour. The first one is when RSI rises above the upper
limit, a long position (Buy) of 1 $US will be created to
execute the Follow market strategy and vice versa. The
other one is to create a short position (Sell) of 1 $US•
equivalent in Yen when RSI rises above the upper limit and
vice versa.
D. Two investment strategies are simulated. One is the
investor will either be in the position of long 1 $US or
short 1 $US. In other words, when RSI rises above the
upper limit, a long position will be created, Fig. 4. The
long position will be balanced and at the same time a
short position will be created when RSI drops below the
lower limit. The other investment strategy is when RSI
moves within the region between the upper and lower
limits, the investor will not enter the market, Fig. 5.
In case the RSI rises above the upper limits, a long
position is created and will be balanced when RSI drops
below the upper limit.



























Fig. 5 'In The Market When RSI >or< Limit'
Investment Strategy of RSI
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Directional-Movement-Index_- DI
5.3 This technique transforms the upward and downward
movement of the high, low and closing price for a number
of days N into two series of index, the up directional
movement index (+DMI) and down directional index (-DMI).
By the intersection between the two indices, the
likelihood of a future price trend is predicted. The
directional movement index is calculated as follows:
High(t)= Highest price during day t
Low(t)= Lowest rate during day t
Close(t)= Closing rate during day t




Up Directional Movement(t), +DM(t)=
1. High(t)-High(t-1), when this is greater than [Low(t)-
Low(t-1)] and 0
2. Otherwise, +DM(t)=0
Down Directional Movement(t), -DM(t)=
1. Low(t-1)-Low(t), when this is greater than [High(t)-
High(t-1)] and 0
2. Otherwise, -DM(t)=0
Therefore, the cumulative value of up and down
directional movement within a number of days N is a good
indicator of the buyers' and sellers' attitude towards
price movement in the market. The number of days N=14 is
suggested by J. W. Wilder.
Up Directional Movement Index(N). +DI(N) =
(Summation)
Down Directional Movement Index(N), -DI(N) =
(Summation)
For simplicity, the sum of +DM(t), -DM(t), and TR(t)
for N days can be treated as : (Carry Forward)
Directional Movement Index(N), DX(N) =
Therefore, the directional movement index is the
ratio of the difference to the sum of up and down
directional movement index. If the index is closer to 100,
it indicates a more obvious trend in the market. While the
ratio is closer to 0, it indicates that the market trend
is not clear. As the directional movement index
fluctuates wildly, it is recommended to use the average




Average Directional Movement Index(N)
(Summation)
For simplicity, the ADX(N) can be treated as:
(Carry Forward)
Decision Rules for Directional Index
5.3.1 When the up directional movement index (+DMI) rises
upward and crosses the down directional movement index(-
DMI), this indicates that there are new buyers who are
willing to offer a higher price entering the market. This
is a signal for buying. On the other hand, when the down
directional movement index rises upward and crosses the up










Fig. 6 Decision Rules of Directional Index
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In a rising trend, the +DI(N) will increase and
-DI(N) will decrease. The difference between +DI(N) will
become greater. As a result, the ADX(N) will increase.
Therefore, if both +DI(N) and ADX(N) value increase, this
indicates that the market trend is rising. While the
-DI(N) and ADX(N) both increase, this indicates that the
market trend is decreasing.
When the market reverses its trend, the movement of
±DI(N) will reverse. The ADX(N) value will also move from
a rising trend to a horizontal and finally decreasing
trend.
In a market with a significant (upward or downward)
trend, the value of the average directional movement index
will be greater than that in a market without an obvious
rising or downward trend. Therefore, the ADX value can
help to screen out the false signal from the crossing of
±DI(N).
Simulation Study for Directional Movement Index
5.3.2 Mathematically, profit under the Directional
Movement Index technique is a function of number of days
for directional movement index, the ADX's limit for
actions or signals of the trends in the market. A set of
programs was written to simulate the above situation,
Appendix III.
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In the simulation, the following were varied to
investigate the characteristics of directional movement
index in the foreign exchange market:
A. The number of days for the calculation of RSI was set
as 5, 9, 14, 18, 21, 25, and 30 days.
B. In the calculation of directional movement index, two
methods were used to calculate the total of up and down
directional movement of exchange rate. One used the
summations of actual ups and downs, Summation. The other
used the carry forward value of last day and today's
up/down value as stated in the 5.3, Carry Forward.
C. Three investment strategies were simulated. The first
one was that the investor will buy and sell the currency
according to the signals generated by the intersections of
directional movement index. In this case, the ADX signal
is disregarded. The investor will either be in the
position of long 1 $US or short 1 $US. i.e. When +DI rises
and crosses -DI, a long position will be created. The long
position will be balanced and at the same time a short
position will be created when +DI drops below -DI. The
second one was the same as the first one except that the
ADX signal is considered as a precondition for actions.
Buy/Sell actions will only be taken when ADX is above the
limit. Otherwise, no actions will be taken even if the ±DI
crosses. The third investment strategy was-when ADX is
below the limit, the investor will not enter into the
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market. In case the ADX rises above the limit, a
long/short position will be created according to whether
+DI is greater than -DI or not. The position will be
balanced when ADX drops below the limit.
D. The ADX limit was varied at interval of 5 from 10 to
40.
geneia1_Aaau iQasOf Simulation Study
5.4 The general assumptions for the simulation study are
as follows:
A. The difference in buy/sell rate in the foreign
exchange market is usually 0.1 Yen. While the difference
in the case of bank is 0.45 Yen. Therefore, the
transaction cost is 0.3 Yen per $US.
B. Closing rate was used as the buy/sell rate for all
transactions.
C. To facilitate comparison, the profit which resulted
from positions not held for the whole period was adjusted
to be that of 650 days.





6 The simulation study results of different technical
analysis techniques were summarised and analysed. Before
presenting the results, a general picture of the exchange
rate movement of Yen against $US in the research period
(May 3, 1984 to Jan 19, 1987) is first described. This can
form a basic knowledge for interpretation of simulation
results. In analysing the simulation results, a
macroscopic view is taken in evaluating different
investment strategies and methods of calculation. Then, a
detailed study of the simulation results of the best
investment strategies and methods of calculation is
carried out to evaluate different variables.
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general Trend of ExQ nde R to Movement
Ye Against USA from MAY a 84 to Jan 19 87
6. 1 The detailed high, low, and closing exchange rate for
each business day is attached in Appendix IV. The closing
exchange rate for the period is plotted as Fig. 7 below:
Stage I: Rising Trend
The exchange rate rose gradually from 227 Yen/$US at
May 3, 1984 (Day 1) to 262 Yen/$US on Feb 25, 1985 (Day
203). Total increase in exchange rate is 35 Yen/$US.
Stage II: Falling Trend
The exchange rate dropped from 262 Yen/$US at Feb 25,
85 (Day 203) to 153 Yen/$US on Jul 31, 86 (Day 556). Total
decrease in exchange rate is 109 Yen/$US. Within this
stage, the exchange rate experienced three sudden falls.
They were:
A. From Sep 20, 85 (Day 345) at 238.5 Yen/$US to Sep 27,
85 (Day 350) at 216.2 Yen/$US. A decrease in 22.3 Yen/$US
within 6 business days.
B. From Jan 23, 86 (Day 426) at 201.6 Yen/$US to Feb 18,
86 (Day 442) at 179.1 Yen/$US. A decrease in 22.5 Yen/$US
within 17 business days.
C. From Apr 7, 86 (Day 475) at 182.6 Yen/$US to Apr 23, 86
(Day 487) at 167.5 Yen/$US. A decrease in 15.1 Yen/$US
within 13 business days.
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Fig. 7 The Closing Exchange Rate of Yen/$US




The exchange rate fluctuated between 150 to 165
Yen/$US from Jul 31, 86 (Day 556) to Jan 19, 87 (Day
670).
The summary of Yen/$US rate movement in the study period
is tabulated as below:
Total Duration: 670 Days
Total Rise in Closing Rate of Consecutive days:
284.35 Yen/$US
Total Drop in Closing Rate of Consecutive days:
358.95 Yen/$US





6.2 The simulation results of the moving average
technique are as follows:
6.2.1 In the first iteration, the day number for the
first moving average is arbitrarily selected as 1. The
detailed simulation results with a different day number
for second moving average.is summarised in Appendix V.
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The transaction number decreases with the increase in
difference between day number of first and second moving
average. When the second moving average day number
increases from 2 to 15, the transaction number drops from
335 to 80. Then, the transaction number drops to 20 when
second moving average day number is 50, and stabilises
about this figure.
The second moving average day numbers that produced higher
profit are summarised as below:
All profit are measured in Yen/US$









In the second iteration, the above four day numbers
(19, 50, 60, 80) are selected and interact with different
day number in simulation. The detailed simulation results
are attached in Appendix VI.
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The highlight of the results are tabulated as below:
1st moving average= 19 Days
2nd MA Transaction Sell Buy Gross Net
Day No Number Profit Profit Profit Profit
1 63 83.80 14.65 98.45 79.55
2 46 83.66 14.36 98.02 84.22
562-83 84-86 80-84 79-83(3)-(5)
Mean Profit= 43.58
Standard Deviation= 34.73
1st moving average= 50 Days
2nd MA Transaction Sell Buy Gross Net
Day No Number Profit Profit Profit Profit
1 25 88.08 5.43 93.51 66.01
71-98 2-4 62-91 3-10 86-98 85-97
Mean Profit= 63.39
Standard Deviation= 24.42
1st moving average= 60 Days
nd MA Transaction Sell Buy Gross Net








1st moving average= 80 Days
2nd MA Transaction Sell Buv Gross NAt
Day No Number Profit Profit Profit Profit
1-100 2-14 80-92 (8)-12 73-102 71-100
64 5 89.50 11.70 101.20 99.70
Mean Profit= 85.84
Standard Deviation= 7.03
Amongst the four moving average day numbers, the 80
days and 60 days have the highest mean profit of over 80
Yen/$US and the smallest standard deviation. The
transaction number is less than 15 due to the smoothing
effects of the large moving average day number.
In the third iteration, 64 days is selected because
of its high profit with 60 and 80 days. The simulation
results are summarised in Appendix V. Highlights of
results are tabulated as below:
1st moving average= 64 Days
2nd MA Transaction Sell Buy Gross Net
Day No Number Profit Profit Profit Profit
19-100 2-17 e1-98 (11)-14 70-112 70-107




6.2.1.1 80 days is a near optimal estimation for the
moving average day number because it has a mean of 85.84
Yen/$US and a small standard deviation of 7.03 Yen/$US.
6.2.1.2 60 days and 64 days are other good estimation for
moving average day number.
6.2.1.3 80, 64 and 60 days all generate a high profit
with any other day number within 100.
6.2.1.4 The best combination found in the study is 61-64
day which produces a profit of 106.9 Yen/$US.
6.2.2 In order to further investigate the performance of
moving average techniques, detailed simulation results of
several pairs of moving averages are studied. The pairs of
moving average selected are 1-19, 1-80, 1-50, 1-60, 60-64,
64-80 because of their high profit. The results are
tabulated below:
1The first moving average day number is
19The second moving average day number is










10.2012.501.30120 246.609 0.90 13.403.20
140 243.4010
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The first moving average day number is 1
The second moving average day number is 19
TRANS# DAY# RATE BUY TOTBUY TOTPRO SELL TOTSELL TOTPRO
27.9011 206 258.80 15.40 28.80
-1.50 -0.6012 207 260.30 27.30
27.80 27.20213 260.20 -0. 1013
-1.20-0.60 26.60216 260.8014
-1.50 26.30 25.10218 259.3015
33.108.00 6.80251.3024316


































10. 10 84.70167.30 0.7551747
96.6011.90 86.50155.4057348
-1.50 8.60 95.10153.9057649
-0. 10 86.40 95.00154.0057750
9.50 95.90154.90 0.9058851 96.300.40 86.80154.5060252
-0.30 9.20 96.00154.2060353















The first moving average day number is
The second moving average day number is
1























































































































































The first moving average day number is
The second moving average day number is
64
80

















The first moving average day number is
The second moving average day number is
1
60



























































































The first moving average day number is
The second moving average day number is
1
80















































































The first moving average day number is 60
The second moving average dav number is 64










































































6.2.2.1 Over 90% of total profit is generated from selling
transactions.
6.2.2.2 Over 80% of total profit is made by selling
transactions in the period from Day 270 to Day 570. (Stage
II : Down Trend)
6.2.2.3 In a major down trend market, most of the buying
transactions (Reverse market trend) generated by the
moving average technique lead to losses.
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R21ative Strentttb IndQx_RSj
6.3 The simulation results of relative strength index
technique are summarised as below:
6.3.1 The detailed Relative Strength Index simulation
results are attached in Appendix VI. Files with initial
ARS are the results of 'Follow the market trend strategy'.
Files with initial RS are the results of 'Against the
market trend strategy'.
EIRD NGSS
6.3.1.1 In all cases, the simulation results of 'Against
the market trend strategy' were losses while that of
'Follow the market trend strategy' were profits.
6.3.2 As 'Against the market trend strategy' always
leads to losses, they will not be considered in the
following analysis. In other words, only the results of
'Follow the market trend strategy' will be studied.
Strategy: Follow the market
Assumption 1: Always holding long/short position.
Assumptio 2: Hold long/short position only when
RSIlimit.
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The simulation results are tabulated below:
CALCULATION METHOD
RSI Day ASSUMPTN SUMMATION CARRY FORWARD
Number(N) MEAN STD. DEV. MEAN STD. DEV.
5 1 57.07 25.41 52.49 34.46
5 2 70.10 83.94
9 1 53.90 26.67 56.11 25.12
9 2 84.33 41.19 57.48 93.19
14 1 10.51 34.61 62.72 15.25
14 2 69.76 38.80 74.58 39.03
18 1 30.90 33.67 74.03 18.06
18 2 14.93 76.86 65.30 55.53
1 78.6321 36.37 28.71 14.30
78.552 47.32 62.6521 54.39





6.3.2.1 Calculation method 'Carry Forward' always
produces greater profits than 'Summation' for all day
number N except in day number 5 and 9. Both methods
generate nearly the same amount of profit.
6.3.2.2 The standard deviation of profit produced by
assumption 2 (Hold position only when RSI limit) is
always much greater than assumption 1. ,(Always hold
position) It is because assumption 2's profit is adjusted
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to represent the equivalent profit for 670 days. The small
losses cumulated within a short period under assumption 2
for large RSI limit will be magnified. And a large
standard deviation is created.
6.3.2.3 A look at the mean profit shows that assumption
1's and 2's figure are not significantly different for all
day number N.
6.3.3 As 'Carry Forward' usually is a better calculation
method for RSI than 'Summation' in terms of profitability,
a detailed study of the 'Carry Forward' simulation results
in Appendix VI is carried out.
FINDINGS
6.3.3.1 The resulting profit of a high RSI limit will
usually be small or negative. i.e. losses. It is because
when the RSI value is too high, the chance that the market
trend will change direction is high as expected by the
'Against the market trend strategy'. Loss will be likely
to be incurred if action to follow the market is taken.
6.3.3.2 Neglecting the simulation results of high RSI
limit (85 for N=5, 80 for N=9, 14 and 75 for N16), the
assumption 2 (Hold position only when RSI limit) usually
produces greater profits.
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6.3.3.3 For a low RSI limit, too many fictitious
transaction signals are created and profit decreases. For
a high RSI limit, the chance of a reverse in market trend
direction is high. This will make the profit drop. As *a
result, the best RSI limit will be a value which balances
the disadvantage from too high and too low limits. Also,
the RSI limit depends on the day number N. (the smoothing
effect) The RSI limit for different day number N which
generated a profit over 100 Yen/$US under assumption 2 is
tabulated below:














Therefore, the best RSI limit decreases as the day
number (N) increases.
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6.3.4 In order to further investigate the performance of
RSI techniques, detailed simulation results of the several
combinations of day number (N) and RSI limit under
assumption 2 and 'Carry Forward' were studied. The results
are as follows:
Detailed RSI Simulation Result with:
Day Number= 14 RSI Limit= 70



































TOTAL: 146 7.9 30
ADJ PROFIT.= (37. 9-0. 3*27) *650/146= 131
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Detailed RSI Simulation Result with:
Day Number= 25 RSI Limit= 60
Transaction# Day# Duration Buy Profit Sell Profit




























TOTAL: 322 4.6 51.9
ADJ PROFIT= (56.4-0.3*28) *650/322= 97
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FINDINGS
6.3.4.1 For the Day Number 14 and RSI 1 imit 70
combination, the reasons for the high profit are the gain
by selling $US during Stage II (Down Trend) and the
magnifying effect by adjustment. In the Stage I and III,
not much profit is gained.
6.3.4.2 For the Day Number 25 and RSI limit 60
combination, the reasons for the high profit are the gain
by selling $US during Stage II and by buying $US during
Stage I. (Uprise Trend) In stage III, (Stable) all
transaction results are losses.
Pirctioflal Movg-=nt Index-DI
6.4 The simulation results of directional index are as
follows:
6.4.1 The detailed Directional Movement Index simulation
results are attached in Appendix VII. For simplicity, the
results are condensed into the table followed:
Assumption 1: Always holding long/short position
Forget the ADX signal
Assumption 2: Always holding long/short position
Action will only be taken when ADX> limit




DI Day ASSUMPTN SUMMATION CARRY FORWARD
Number (N) MEAN STD. DEV. MEAN STD DEV.
5 1 25.08 33.21
2 26.60 5.34 37.31 13.88
3 23.58 8.81 45.49 25.11
9 1 60.61 66.55
2 57.69 11.83 45.51 23.02
3 51.80 5.36 74. 2 22.86
14 1 57.31 79.95
2 56.90 7.56 46.62 32.44
3 52.68 13.61 79.72 13.21
81.2918 1 33.55
2 18.23 30. 14 37.40 35.88











6.4.1.1 Calculation method 'Carry Forward' always produces
significantly greater profits than 'Summation' for all day
number.
6.4.1.2 In terms of profitability, Assumptions 1 and 3
are always significantly better than Assumption 2.
Assumption 3 is slightly better than Assumption 1
especially when the day number is above 21. Assumption 3
usually has a smaller standard deviation than Assumption
2.
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6.4.2 As 'Carry Forward' usually is a better calculation
method for DI than 'Summation' in terms of profitability.
A detailed study of the 'Carry Forward' simulation results
in Appendix VII is carried out.
FILDINGS
6.4.2.1 For assumption 2, the results for high ADX limit
is smaller than that for lower ADX limit. It may be due to
the fact that when the ADX value reaches a high value, the
exchange rate will already have started its upward trend.
Entry into the market will make smaller profit as the
chance of further increase in exchange rate is not great.
Moreover, the trend may reverse.
6.4.2.2 For assumption 1, the profit stays at about 80
Yen/$US for day number greater than 14.
6.4.2.3 For assumption 3, profit increases as day number
increases. Except for day number 5, the ADX limit signals
do not significantly improve the profit.
6.4.3 In order to further investigate the performance of
DI techniques, detailed simulation results of two
combinations of ADX limit and day number under assumption
3 and 'Carry Forward' calculation method are studied. The
results are in the 2 tables that followed.
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Detailed DI Simulation Result with:
Day Number= 21 ADX Limit= 10
Transaction# Day# Duration Buy Profit Sell Profit








7 121 35 2. 1
8 144 23
9 219 75 10. 5
10 250 31 1
-211 251 1
12 334 83 12. 5
13 345 11
-2. 1
14 475 130 55. 9
-2.915 476 1
16 512 36 7.7
-3.517 517 5





23 599 8 0.3
-0.624 600 1
25 655 55 5.6
TOTAL: 620 7.9 82.9
ADJ PROFIT= (62.9-0.3*25)*650/620= 79
-1.5
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Detailed DI Simulaion Result with:
Day Number= 14 ADX Limit= 30
Transaction* Day It Duration Buy Profit Sell Profit
1 67 24 2.5
2 -1.868 1
3 69 2 0
4 201 29 4. 4
-2.35 202 1
6 210 8 1. 4
-0.97 299 1
-1.38 330 31
9 340 1 1.8
10 415 68 26. 9
11 472 40 11. 4
12 505 16 0. 6
13 506 1 1.5
-1.114 544 1
15 573 29 5
-0.216 620 1
-2.217 637 17
18 668 1 1.1
TOTAL: 272 6.7 40.1
ADJ PROFIT= (46.8-0. 3*18) *650/272= 98.9
FINDINGS
6.3.4.1 For the both combinations, the reasons for the
high profit are the gain by selling $US during Stage II
(Falling trend) and by buying $US during Stage I (Rising
Trend). In stage III (Stable), both profit and loss
transactions offset each other.
6.3.4.2 When the ADX limit is lower, the greater is the





General Trend Yen$US Exchang Rate
7.1 In the study period of 670 business days, the exchange
rate can be divided into three stages:
Stage I: Rise
from May 3, '84 (Day 1) to Feb 25, '86 (Day 203)
Stage II: Fall
from Feb 26, '85 (Day 204) to Jul 31, '86 (Day 556)
Stage III: Stable
from Aug 1, '86 (Day 557) to Jan 19, P87 (Day 670)
Moving Average
7.2 80 days and 60 days are good estimations for the day
number of the long term moving average. The moving average
simulation results of 80 or 60 days with other day numbers
within 100 are mean profits of over 80 Yen/$US with a
standard deviation of less than 15 Yen/$US. The return
rate for the study period (May '85 to Jan '87) is about
13% per annum.
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1 day and 2 days are good estimations for the short
term moving average day number in combination with 60 or
80 days. The results are profits of over 88 Yen/$US from
12 to 15 transactions.
Over 80% of profits are derived from the Follow the
market trend transactions in Stage I and II when the
market trend is upward and downward respectively. The
return rate for Stage II is about 23% per annum.
Relative Strength Inde x
7.3 Follow the market trend and Hold position only
when RSI limit are better trading rules in using the
RS I.
In the calculation of RSI, Carry Foward method
should be used because it has a better smoothing effect
and gives greater profits than Summation method.
The profits in the RSI simulation study depends on
both the number of day and the limit for RSI. The
combinations of RSI limits and the day number that
generate reasonable profit are listed below:







When the day number of RSI increases, the respective
limit should be decreased as the smoothing effect is
greater.
Over 90% of profits are derived from Follow the
market trend transactions in Stage I and II.
Directional Index
7.4 'Carry Forward' is a better method in calculation of
directional index.
Both 'Always holding position' and 'Hold position
only when ADX limit' are good trading rules in using the
directional index. The profit are over 75 Yen/$US when the
DI day number are over 14.
The profits and losses from transactions in Stage III
(Stable trend) offset each other.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Conclusions
8.1 A study of the basic theory and mechanism of
different technical analysis techniques has been done. Due
to the peculiar characteristics of the foreign exchange
market, three technical analysis techniques have been
chosen. They are the moving average, relative strength
index, and the directional index techniques. They are used
to predict the future Yen vs $US exchange rate movement
for the period of May 3, 1985 to Jan 19, 1987.
From the simulation study, it is found that the
following items are common to all three techniques:
The average return with suitable trading rules and
parameters are over 80 Yen/$US or 13% per annum for the
study period.
'Carry Forward' is a better method than 'Summation'
in calculation of indice and moving average.
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Most profits are derived from 'Follow the market
trend' transactions when the market trend is either rise
or fall.
The parameters that should be used for each technical
analysis technique in predicting the Yen/$US exchange rate
are summarised below:
In using the moving average technique, 60 days and 80
days moving average are good estimations for long term
trend while that for short term trend are 1 day and 2
days.
In using the relative strength index technique,
different day numbers combined with suitable limits should
be used. The combinations are:





The trading rule 'Hold position only when RSI
limit' should be employed to generate higher profits.
In using the directional index technique, the average
directional index (ADX) does not help to improve the
profits.
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All in all, the three technical analysis techniques
studied can generate above 13% per annum return for the
study period by selecting the suitable parameters. Though
the return is not significantly high, it indicates that
the technical analysis techniques are applicable in
predicting the future price movement in foreign exchange
market.
Sugotations for Future_Research
8.2 The application of three technical analysis
techniques in predicting the Yen/$US exchange rate
movement has been studied. Owing to the limitation of
time, the exchange rate of $US to other major currencies
like DeutschMark, Pound Sterling and SwissFranc has not
been studied. Therefore, the consistency of the parameters
such as moving average day number, RSI day number and
limit, for each technical analysis technique among
different currencies exchange rate is not known. Besides,
it is interesting to develop a predictive model for




Programs for Moving Average Technique
The program 'PROCESS' is to simulate and print out
the transactions caused by the intercrossing of two moving
averages.
The program 'SUMMARY' is to produce the summary
simulation results of transactions caused by intercrossing
of two moving averages.
program process;





Di sk-f i 1 e=-f i 1 e o-f real;
var
yen: Di sk-f i 1 e;
















procedure test(var b1,b2:boolean;ma 1,ma2:real);
begi n
i-f malma2 then bl:=true










totsel 1 : totsel 1 --sel 1 pro;
total:total+sel1 pro;






total : total +buypro; ,










writeln( enter the 1st moving avergae day number');
readln(one);





writeln (1st, 'The -first, moving average day number is ' ,one: 4) ;
writeln(1st,'The second moving average day number is ',two:4)j
writeln(1st);
writeln (1st , 'TRANS DAY RATE BUYPBCJ T0TBUYPRQ T0TPR0 SELLPR























{This program produce the summary results o-f transactions caused by




Di sk-f i 1 e=-f i 1 e o-f real;
var
yen : Di sk-f i 1 e;
rate,3 astrate,buypro,totbuy,sel1 pro,totsel1 ,total,maone,matwo:real ;
term,one,two, j,inter,transno,1arge,dayno,i:integer ;
bone.b t: w a: b o o lean:
p roceclure cal cul ate (var ma: real ; K: i nteger ) ;
var




for 3. : =: i to k do
beg l n
read(yen,rate);




procedure test(var b1,b2:boolean;ma 1,ma2:real);
beg i n
i -f ma 1 ma2 then bl:=true
else b1:=false;





i -f b2=true then
begin
















writeln(1st, The summary of YEN moving average simulation result: ');
wr i tel n (1 st) ;
writeln (1st , The -first moving average day number is ',one:2);
writeln(1st , The second moving average day number is ',two:2);
writeln(1st);
wri teln (1st. , Total transaction Number : , t rarisno: 4) ;
wri teln (1st , 'Total Pro-fit from Buying: , t at buy: 7: 2) ;







writeln ( 'Input the No. of day for the first moving average?');
read 1n(one) ;
writeln ( 'Input the No. of day for the second moving average?');
read 1n(two) ;
writeln('Input the termination day no?');
readIn(Term);


































Programs for Relative Strength Index
The program 'RSYENUD' is to calaulate the up and
down between consecutive business days' closing exchange
rate.
The program 'RSYEN1' is to calculate the RSI foi
each business day using 'summation' calculation method.
The program 'RSYEN2' is to calculate the RSI for
each business day using 'carry forward' calculation method.
The program 'RSYEN1A1' is to simulate the trading
rule 'Always Hold Position'.
The program 'RSYEN1A2' is to simulate the trading


















IJDYEN: FILE OF IJDNAME;
RATEREC1,RATEREC2:RATENAME;
UDREC:UDNAME;
J , I : INTEGER: '
t. at. up , tot down , t at day , totr at eireal ;




duml: =rate2. cl ose-rat.el . cl ose;
totday: =totday+l;;
tot rate: =tot.rate+rate2. cl ose;

































writeln(1st,'TOTAL OF DAY : ',TOTDAY:9:2);
WRITELN(LST , 'TOTAL UP : ,TOTUP:9:2) ;
WRITELN(LST,'TOTAL DOWN : ',TOTDOWN:9:2);
WRITELN(LST, 'TOTAL : ' ,TOTUP-TOTDOWN:9s2);























p r o c e d i t r e C '• A L.. C U I... A 7 E (V A R i 1 , n 1: i nteger 5 RSI 1: RSI name) ;
v a r
t o t p d m , t o t n r.l m: r e a 3 :





t or J : = 1 to n 1 do
begi n
read(UDyen,UDrec);
tot pdm: =totpdm+UDrec . UF;
totndm:=totndm+UDrec- DOWN;
end;









assign(udyen, 'B:udyen.dta ) ;
reset(UDyen);
assi qn (rsi yen , ' B: rsi yen 1 . dt.a ) ;
rewrite(rsiyen);
writeln ( 'Enter number o-f day tor D1 ' ) ;
readln(n);
1ast:-maxnootday-1;
tor i:—n to last do
beq i n






















RSI 1 ,RS1REC:RSI NAME;
DUMMY . T OTTR , TOTPD ]. . TGTND 1 , TOTDX ; REAL ;
N,LAST,J,I:INTEGER;
proced u r e C A L C U L. A I E. (V A R n 1 : i n teqer ; var t o tpdm,t.c)tndm:real ) ;
var





for J: == 1 to n1 do
beg i n

















wr i tel n (UDrec . daynum: 3,UDrec. UP: 7: 2 , UDrec . DOWN: 7: jl ) ;
totpdi lr—tot.pdi 1 (nl-1 ) n 1 +UDrec . UP;










































RSI yen:-file o-f RSI names
dtayenrec:ratename;
RSIyenrec:RSIname;
rate , 1 ast.r ate , buypro , tot buy , sel 1 pro , tot.sel 3. , total , maorte , mat wo: real ;
UP,DOWN,transno,now,count,1arge,dayno,1astday,dur,l:integer;
COUNTER , bf i ve ,bthree, b-f our , bone , bt.wo: bool ean ;





















if b3 b4 then
- begin














PROCEDURE PROCESS(VAR B1,B2,B3,B4,COUNTER:BOOLEAN?VAR TRANSNO:INTEGER) ;
beg i n
i f RSIyenrec . RSI UP then
b1:=true else













































i,1 r j t e I n ( 1 et . '
L,totbuy:6: 1 ,total:7: 1 ) ;










ASSIGN(RSI YEN, 'b:RSI YEN 1.DTA') ;
reset(dtayen);
reset(rsiven);
WRITELN('ENTER THE NUMBER OF DAY FOR RSI?');
READLN(LARGE);












WRITELN(LST,'THE RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX FOR YEN WITH:',LARGE:5,'MOVING
RAGE ' ) :
WRITELN(LST,'ASSUMPTION 1 SUMMATION');








































LASTRATE1, rate, lastrate,buypro,totbuy,sellpro,totsell,total,maone, matwo:
TOTBUYDUR, TOTSELLDUR, TOTDUR, UP, DOWN, transno, now, count, large, dayno, LASTDA
Lastday,dur,i:integer;
COUNTER,bfive,bthree,bfour,bone,btwo:boolean;




























,totbuy: 6 : 1,total:7:1);
end;












































































































writeln(lst, 'THE RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX FOR YEN WITH',LARGE:4, 'MOVING A
I3E');
WRITELN(LST,'ASSUMPTION 2 SUMMATION');


























Programs for Directional Movement Index
The program 'DIYENINP' is to initiate 700 exchange rate
records.
The program 'DIYENUPI' is to input each record
sequentially.
The program 'DIYENUP2' is to input each record randomly.
The program 'DIYENTR' is to calculate the true range and
directional movement of each business day.
The program 'DIYENDXI' is to calculate the ± directional
indexes by 'Summation' calculation method.
The program 'DIYENDX2' is to calculate the ± directional
indexes and average directional index by 'Carry Forward'
calculation method.
The program 'DIYENDX3' is to calculate the average
directional indexes by 'Summation' calculation method.
The programs 'YENIASI', 'YEN1AS2' AND 'YEN1AS3' are to
simulate the following trading rules respectively:
1. Disregard the ADX Signals, Always Hold Position
2. ADX Limit as a Precondition for Action, Always Hold
Position

















































assign(Yen,' B: diyen. dta')
reset(yen)









writeln('Enter the closing rate')
readln(close)
writeln('Enter the high rate')
readln(high)


























TEST, DAY, I: INTEGER
begin
assign (Yen,' B: diyen. dta')
reset(yen)









writeln('The closing rate is',close:7:2)
writeln('The high rate is',high:7:2)
writeln('The low rate is',low:7:2)
writeln('Enter the closing rate')
readln(close)
writeln('Enter the high rate')
readln(high)
writeln('Enter the low rate')
readln(low)
end
seek (yen, day- 1)
write(yen,raterec)
clrscr






































































































N, LAST, J, I: INTEGER;
procedure CALCULATE(VAR i1,n1:integerdxl:dxname);
var
totpdm, totndm, tottr: real;
j:integer;




































writeln('Enter number of day for DI');
readln(n);
last:=maxnoofday-l;






























































dx: =100abs (totpdmtottr, totndmtottr) (totpdmtottr+totndmtottr) ;
adx:=0;
totdx: =dx;




procedure process(var i1, nl:integer;var dummy,tottrl,totpdil,totndil,to


































































































adx:=totdxnl; . . K.i.









writeln('Enter number of day for DI');
readln(n);
last:=maxnoofday-l;





































































writeln('Enter the number of day for DI?');
readln(large);
writeln(1st, 'Simulation result of directional index for YEN ' ) ;




































































total: =total+sellpro; , v.


















writeln('Enter the number of day for DI?')
readIn(large);
writeln('Enter the LIMIT for the ADX?');
readln(limit);
repeat
writeln(1st, 'Simulation summary of directional index for YEN');
writeln(1st, 'with number of day = ',large:4, 'summation') ;














































rate, lastrate, buypro, totbuy, sellpro, totsell, total, maone, matwo: real;
limit, transno,large,dayno,lastday,dur,i:integer;
bfive,bthree,bfour,bone,btwo:boolean;


































total : —tot ft 1 +huvr)rn :Hnr: ~r «vnn-1 acr-t-H av •
tal: 5 : 1, ' ' )
writeln(1st,'
. 1,' ',totbuy:5:1 ' ' total:5:1):















































writeln('Enter the number of day for DI?');
readln(large);
writeln('Enter the LIMIT for the ADX?');
readln(1imit);
repeat
writeln(1stSimulation summary of directional index for YEN');
writeln(1st, 'with moving average = ',large:4, 'summation' ) ;
























DETAILED HLGH, LOW AND CLOSING EXCHANGE RATE OF YEN/$US
from May 3, 1984 to Jan 19, 1987

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUMMARY OF MOVING AVERAGE SIMULATION RESULTS
FILE: MAI
SUMMARY OF MOVING AVERAGE SIMULATION RESULTS
OCT CTTOOT MnilTKin rvi Jr-CiAnr t r-% nk»r- haw
OKin MA THT Al rri i -rr-r ai i.
— .... • w . . im.. w u— i— i i nu. iml. I
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SUMMARY OF MOVING AVERAGE SIMULATION RESULTS
OF FIRST MOVING AVFRAGF IS ONF HAY
2ND MA TOTAL BUY SELL TOTAL NET




















































































































































































9 89.65 6.85 96.50 93.8
15 85.65 -1.15 84.50 80
15 84.4 -4.1 80.30 75.8






















SUMMARY OF MOVING AVERAGE SIMULATION RESULTS
OF FIRST MOVING AVERAGE IS 19 DAY
2ND MA TOTAL Rl IV FFI I THTAI KIFT






































































































































































































































SUMMARY OF MOVING AVERAGE SIMULATION RESULTS
OF FIRST MOVING AVERAGE IS 50 DAY
2ND MA TOTAL BUY SELL TOTAL NET


































































































































































































































SUMMARY OF MOVING AVERAGE SIMULATION RESULTS
OF FIRST MOVING AVERAGE IS 60 DAY
2ND MA TOTAL BUY SFl I TOTAl NFT






































































































































































































































SUMMARY OF MOVING AVERAGE SIMULATION RESULTS
OF FIRST MOVING AVERAGE IS 64 DAY
?Kin MA TflTAI PI IV QPI I TflTAI K1CT

































































































































































































































SUMMARY OF MOVING AVERAGE SIMULATION RESULTS
OF FIRST MOVING AVERAGE IS 80 DAY
2ND MA TOTAL Rl IY Rpri I tdtai kictt






































































































































































































































SUMMARY OF RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX SIMULATION RESULTS
F I L..E: RS05
Simulation summary of RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX for YEN








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Simulation summary of RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX for YEN

















































































































Simulation summary o-f RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX -for YEN
5 Moving average
CARRY FORWARD






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Simulation summary o-f RELAT IVE! STRENGTH INDEX -for YEN
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Simulation summary o-f RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX -for YEN
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Simulation summary o-f RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX -for YEN
14 Moving average
CARRY FORWARD

































































































































































































































.mmary of RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX -for YEN
21 Moving average
ED


















































































































































































































Simulation summary o-f RELATIVE STRENGTH INDEX -for YEN
30 Moving average
CARRY FORWARD

































































































SUMMARY OF DIRECTIONAL MOVEMENT INDEX SIMULATION RESULTS
FILE:YEN051

























































































































Simulation summary o-f directional index -for YEN
9 Moving average
SUMMATION
G.PROF IT TRAN. N.PROF IT
88.51 93 80.6JAssumption 1
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Simulation summary o-f- directional index -for YEN
1 Mnvi nn a vcik- nno
SUMMATION
Assumption
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Sim la 1 a t. i. o n s u m m a r y o -f d i r e c: t i on a 1 i n d e x -f o r YEN
2 5 M o v 3. n a v e r a a e
SUMMATION
r.2 o o E. T T T O K i 44 K i o c» ri EL T T
....
Assumption 1
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Simulation summary of directional index for YEN
5 Moving average
P. A R R V F n R UI A R n
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Simulation summary o-f directional index -for YEN
14 Moving average
CARRY FORWARD
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Simulation summary o-f directional index -for YEN
21 Moving average
CARRY FORWARD
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Simula t i o n s la m m a r y o -f cJ i r e c. t. i o na 3. i n cl e x -for YEN
2 5 Movinq av erage
CARRY FORWARD
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Simulation summary o-f directional index -for YEN
30 Moving average
CARRY FORWARD
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